Blockchain PSIG

- Highlights from this Meeting:
  - with MARS PTF
    - Smart Contracts RFI Draft review
    - IOTA Protocol RFC plans update
    - LETS RFP – review Initial Submission
    - DIDO RA update
  - Main BC-PSIG session: with Finance DTF
    - FIBO ticking along – FIBO 2.0 RFC in LaTeX expected in 20022; No update on FIGI;
    - FDTF working on monetary concepts resource (concept ontology + vocabulary)
    - LETS RFP: Initial submission from IOTA; reviewed MARS questions and feedback
    - 3 Possible RFPS for Disposable-SSI: Context, Object, State, may be merged into one?
    - Smart Contracts RFI: getting too broad, need to focus on specific RFP potential
    - DIDO Visualizations: Focus standardizing meta data needed, instead of actual visuals
• Deliverables from this Meeting:
  – None

• Future Deliverables
  – Smart Contracts RFI (focused on specific ideas for a potential RFP we discussed this week; provisionally 'Pattern Language for Smart Contracts' or similar)
  – Disposable Self-sovereign Identity - future RFP, draft to be presented at Reston
  – LETS RFP Revised Submission (due for March)
  – IOTA Protocol RFC (Dates unknown)
  – DIDO next deliverables TBC

• Liaisons
  • Internal: MARS PTF and Finance DTF; WGs: CBDC; VCOI
  • External: TangleEE WG (with IOTA, Eclipse Foundation and others); IEEE
  • Informal: AIA Aerospace and Defense Distributed Ledger Technology Consortium

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  • Joint meeting with FDTF and Retail to discuss money concepts modeling
  • IOTA Protocol update and plans (at MARS)
  • Linked Encrypted Transaction Streams (LETS) RFP Revised Submission review (at MARS)
  • Smart Contracts RFP draft
  • Draft potential RFP: Disposable Self-sovereign ID / Context formalization